


The beginnings
• Irene and I retired to Roberts Creek in 2010 and I joined the local astronomy club.

• My astronomy hobby had already evolved to include imaging with a Mallincan live 
video camera and I was planning to start using a DSLR for long exposure imaging. 

• For the long exposure runs and precise tracking that the DSLR required, a 
permanent mount offered many advantages over a wobbly tripod.

• Our home is part of a small community nestled
in the forest, a terrible place for an observatory, 
but I dived in ……
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Planning
• I read several books and joined several forums dealing with small 

observatories. 

• I learned about the pros and cons of different designs, domes, roll-
off-roofs, flip-roofs, clamshells etc.

• I learned about how to choose a good site – clearings in forests were 
not recommended

• And many more considerations: ventilation, power supply, snow 
load, warm room, ……..



Plenty of books on the subject are available, with 
the most recent being produced by our very own 
Charles Ennis and published by the RASC in 
2016. If you only read one – get this one.

When I was building there were several online 
forums on the subject too but they seem to have 
closed. In preparing todays presentation I did 
find these sites that would have provided me 
with helpful information:

https://nottinghamastro.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/02/Personal-Observatory-Project.pdf

https://www.dfmengineering.com/news_observatory_design.html

https://nottinghamastro.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Personal-Observatory-Project.pdf
https://www.dfmengineering.com/news_observatory_design.html


Planning continued
• What scope would I be using? What if I upgraded it?

• How big should the space be:
• around the scope?
• storage/shelving/books?
• computer?
• internet?

• Which design?

• Warm room?

• What materials to build with?



The design
• I selected a “flip-top” design:

• it proved to be the most efficient in its use of garden space and low cost
• when it’s closed the footprint is minimal, it only uses more space when it’s in use 

(at night) and doesn’t interfere with the daytime garden aesthetic

• I selected a ca. 7x 8ft  footprint with an isolated, ground anchored  pier:
• this size just fitted into an available location
• efficient in its use of wood
• 2”x4” frame clad in plywood, no wall insulation
• “Alupanel” roof in two halves on wooden frames
• 110v power
• Aligned N/S



The roof
• A key factor in flip-roof designs is the material used. It has to be strong, 

weatherproof and preferably light.
• I selected a fairly light composite material, a sandwich of a polyethylene 

core material between two layers of aluminium – “Alupanel”. This is used 
widely by sign-makers. I got mine from Jasons Signs in Roberts Creek.

• A 3 mm sheet weighs 3.8 kg/m2 so each section weighed 11.4 kg plus 
extra for the wooden frames hinged to the walls. These are still heavy to 
open and close!!

• The north side panel overlapped the south side one and the whole roof 
slopes slightly to shed rain.

• After more than a decade in use the roof is as good as new and has never 
leaked.



The Flip-top
• One result of having the limited viewing 

horizon is that the two roof sections 
wouldn’t need to open fully.

• This also meant that it would be easier 
to close the roof by simply pulling on the 
guy cables from inside the building.

• NB Eventually a set of lead fishing 
weights was later added  to 
counterbalance the roof sections once 
they had passed the vertical position.



The base – 2” x 8”, an 18” deep hole has been dug 
beneath where the pier will go. The floating box
is a form to shape the above-ground concrete 
to receive the base of the pier. 



The base – the PVC pipe is a conduit for passing 
cables to a future warm room. Garden cloth was 
eventually laid under the building to limit plant
growth.



The base – concrete has been partially poured,
and rebar has been placed



The base – these bent angle bolts will be 
embedded In the concrete base of the pier.



The base – the pier anchor bolts have been placed 
and the concrete form fully filled.



The base – several days later the 
decking has been added and the walls 
are next.



The building – I was unable to find any pictures 
from this phase, but it was simply basic shed walls.



The pier
• I went with the standard pier design, relying on 

the physics of pipe diameter and wall thickness to 
get a stable pier.

• The central pillar is 9” diameter, ½” wall steel pipe 
mounted on an 18” base plate reinforced with 
side fins. All welds continuous. 

• It was produced to my design at the foundry on 
Field Rd.

• The blue “puck” is an aluminium block that allows 
for smoother azimuth adjustment of an HEQ5 
head. It is currently for sale ($30).



Cross Ventilation





Installing a refractor

William Optics Megrez 120 mm OTA

Van Slyke flip mirror

Canon 60Da DSLR

Backyard EOS

Guide camera

Remote focusing

EL Panel flats



Megrez 120mm

HEQ5

Van Slyke Slider
On-axis guide (unused)

Off-axis Guide 
Scope & Camera

Remote focuser

Canon 60 Da

Telrad

5v, 8v, 12v PSU



Control Centre

USB control
SkyTools 3

Backyard EOS



Questions?

Credit: Adam Block /Steward Observatory/University of Arizona
NGC 7822

https://www.adamblockphotos.com/ngc-7822.html


Dumbell nebula – M27
in Vulpecula (Planetary)

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,



Horsehead nebula (B33)

in Orion (Dark)

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,



Crescent nebula (NGC 6888)

in Cygnus  (Emission)

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,



Orion nebula (M42)
(diffuse nebula)

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,



Messier 82 in Ursa Major
(starburst galaxy)

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, SCT,



Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,



Jupiter
July, 2017

Image: M.J.Bradley, SunMoonStars Observatory
Roberts Creek, Megrez 120,















Automating Observatory Roof

Each roof section is roughly 90 inches wide and 48 inches long. The material is 
Alupanel mounted on a light wooden frame, each of the two sections probably 
weighs 20kg. When fully open each section goes slightly beyond the vertical, but 
stopping at the vertical could be acceptable. At present a counterweight system 
balances the load once the vertical is passed, making pulling it back easier. Safety 
wires prevent the roof sections from dropping down outside when open.

The roof is manually opened and closed late at night and any automated 
mechanism will need to be a fairly quiet one to avoid waking neighbours.







Plenty of books on the subject are 
available, with the most recent being 
produced by our very own Charles 
Ennis and published by the RASC in 
2016.

When I was building there were 
several online forums on the subject 
too but they seem to have closed.
In preparing todays presentation I did 
find these sites that would have 
provided me with helpful 
information:

https://nottinghamastro.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/02/Personal-
Observatory-Project.pdf

https://www.dfmengineering.com/news_
observatory_design.html

https://nottinghamastro.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Personal-Observatory-Project.pdf
https://www.dfmengineering.com/news_observatory_design.html
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